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Message from Director/ Curator

Jenny Willson-McGrath

Art Gallery of St Albert

Art Gallery of St Albert (AGSA) is a vital art and culture resource for St Albert and the broader community. Providing
engaging educational experiences to our public, the Gallery
seeks to culturally enhance lives, foster creativity and innovation, and strengthen our community.
AGSA strives to make exhibitions and programs accessible,
both intellectually and physically, to diverse audiences. The
Gallery engages public dialogue, develops creative learning
and nurtures leadership. Our exciting program schedule
is ever evolving whilst remaining true to our historic roots.
Community-derived exhibitions such as High Energy and
Guilded each cast a spotlight on local talent from within the
artistic community.
Image Credits (left to right): Exhibition view of What Is Left Behind, 2015; Exhibition view of What Is Left Behind, 2015; Art Gallery of St Albert building; Exhibition
view of Frozen Asset, 2015.

The vault exhibition space (an architectural remnant from
the building’s past life as a bank) has hosted thoughtprovoking, site-specific works in a unique location, featuring
emerging artists and current themes. This unusual space
boasts an intimate setting for standalone single works,
as well as offering additional dynamic space for regular
exhibitors.
AGSA’s impact is made possible through the tremendous
support received from members, donors, sponsors, community partners and volunteers. Our vibrant city is enriched
by its support of the Arts, setting it apart from others and
fostering a sense of ownership, belonging and pride in
St Albert. The Gallery is immensely proud to be a key player
in this kinship.
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Salvage

Bonnie Conly

Feb 4 – 27
Opening reception, Feb 4, 6 – 8:30 pm
Multidisciplinary artist, Bonnie Conly, has spent most of
her life residing on the prairies of Saskatchewan. Salvage
addresses the vastness of these wide-open landscapes
and, at the same time, investigates the artist’s own history
and connection to them.
Video works capture fleeting sunrises over foxtail grass
and transport us to the Grasslands National Park, where
Conly completed an artist’s residency. Many of the works in
Salvage were born here. The dominant landscape features
rolling hills, rough coulees, and precipitous ravines. Conly
surveys this beautiful, yet brutal wilderness, capturing
the sights and sounds of powerful winds rippling through
oceans of swaying grass.

Natural sites devoid of human presence and noise are increasingly rare – the artist celebrates them conceptually in
her art, preserving them, both sacredly and physically.
Utilizing a variety of approaches including sculpture, video,
sound installation and photography, Conly contemplates
the distinctiveness of her personal experience with the land
as well as her own ancestry. This exhibition of searching
artworks seeks to reclaim both land and memory – reflecting upon the unbreakable bonds between soul and space
is Conly’s intent.
Image Credit: Bonnie Conly, still from Three Sisters Just After Dawn (movie still)
video, 1 min, 2012.
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Overburden

Jessica Plattner

Mar 3 – Apr 30
Reception & Artist Walkthrough, Apr 2, 2:30 pm
Overburden, by Jessica Plattner, surveys the impact of human
industry on the natural environment – particularly in Alberta.
Plattner’s attentive oil paintings depict rolling hills and fertile
lands accented by archeological ruins and industrial detritus.
Ominous man-made structures loom. Pipelines invade the
landscapes. The resulting extraordinary realms are inhabited
by beautifully rendered flora, fauna, and children. We see the
artist’s own daughter (and model), at play, exploring this world,
suggesting nostalgic associations of childhood. Elements of
magical realism permeate the environments within the paintings, proposing realities that are almost too strange to believe.
This body of work questions romantic ideals of the wilderness
and sets this at odds with the changing reality of the natural
world. Over time, man has carelessly implanted non-native,
invasive species into his domain with ruinous effects on the
ecosystem.
Image Credits (left to right): Jessica Plattner, The Princess, oil on canvas, 40” x 30”,
2015; Jessica Plattner, Overburden, oil on canvas, 48” x 36”, 2015.

In Plattner’s paintings this is evidenced by the inclusion of
exquisite, exotic animals coexisting with native species in abstract if not absurd harmony.
The word overburden, literally meaning an excessive weight
or load (physical or metaphorical), that is too heavy to bear,
also has significant meaning in the mining industry, where it
refers to an ecosystem (or other material) existing above an
economically desirable extractable underground resource.
With this in mind, when approaching Plattner’s works we must
balance the beauty we see with the potential for disaster.
Plattner’s images embrace existentialist ideas regarding the
human experience of the world and the struggle to mine
meaning from life. The artist admits that, inspirations and associations aside, her work manifests anxieties of parenthood
and trepidation for future generations. These fantastic paintings create a wondrous space for such uncertainties to dwell.
Continue to page 5 of the Museum section of this catalogue to read more
about similar themes explored in the exhibition, The True Cost of Oil.
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High Energy 21

St Albert High School Art Students

May 5 – 21
Opening reception, May 5, 6 – 8:30 pm
High Energy has become an annual AGSA tradition and enjoys its 21st iteration in 2016. This student-generated exhibition demonstrates the exceptional standard of visual art
education provided by St Albert high schools, celebrating
the efforts of both students and educators.
Each year local high schools join forces to present an
unpredictable array of artworks. Gallery staff members
work with art teachers to curate an exhibition that blends
curriculum-based artworks with new works created
especially for the show. Students collaborate to produce
highly creative installations that both apply their training
and develop their critical and conceptual approaches to artmaking. High Energy never fails to offer a feisty, capricious
display, ranging from photorealistic drawings to mixedmedia abstractions.

Students are encouraged to practice their technical skills
as well as boldly explore new methods, mediums and techniques.
This fan-favourite exhibit highlights numerous young artists in a single exhibition. A marvelous outcome of this over
twenty-year tradition is that the Gallery has now begun to
see students returning as established artists looking for
their own exhibits. The Gallery is dedicated to fostering the
artistic talent of St Albert youths by continuing this popular
annual exhibit that showcases their hard work and accomplishments.
Image Credits (left to right): Julia Taylor, Sticks and Stones; collaborative and
individual artworks from Bellerose Composite, École Secondaire Paul Kane,
St Albert Catholic, École Secondaire Sainte Marguerite d’Youville, and Outreach
high schools; Emilie Dedrick, Not Your Honey; Janae Olsen, Wrapped Hippo.
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Flow of Traffic Theory

Gerry Dotto

Jun 2 – Jul 2
Opening reception, June 2, 6 – 9 pm
Flow of Traffic Theory is a captivating visual survey of Gerry Dotto’s driving experiences and
encounters on the road. Fluctuating between
photography, collaged studies, altered objects
and sculptural replicas, these contemporary
works depict road-related imagery and entities,
such as traffic signals, signs and license plates.
While some of the photographic images and
objects are composite, many are actual, chance
findings seized by the artist, who always carries
his camera with him for such boons.
Dotto’s works exploit the potential for misinterpretation. The resulting visual and contextual
interplay in such scenarios fascinates the artist.

Subjects are portrayed in obscured or altered
states, relaying a manipulated, often amusing
meaning that plays on both the linguistic and
visual elements in each composition.
Gerry Dotto is a conceptual artist with a clear
mission and vision. His images are both audacious and refreshingly humorous. With obsessive rigor, he examines banal yet vital phenomena. Flow of Traffic Theory’s cryptic portrayals
urge us to ponder our innumerate daily contact
and interaction with public forms of graphic
communication.
Image Credits (left to right): Gerry Dotto, Speak of the Kettle, digital print on photo paper, 24” x 22”, 2012; Gerry Dotto, If Not Then,
Then Before Then, digital print on photo paper, 23.5” x 35”, 2015.
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Parallel Topographies

Etty Yaniv

Jul 7 – 30
Opening reception, Jul 7, 6 – 9 pm
Artist Etty Yaniv creates complex, multi-layered sculptures
and immersive environments that draw upon an array of
ecological, literary and visual sources.
Born in Tel Aviv, Israel, Yaniv now works full-time as an artist
from her studio in Bushwick (Brooklyn), New York. Her location in one of the most populous megacities in the world
has, naturally, influenced her artistic practice and approach
concerning her surroundings.
With great attention to detail, surface, pattern and rhythm,
Yaniv’s sculptural process is attentive and labour intensive.
This method involves the layering of hundreds of paper
pieces including: scraps of her drawings, ink marks and
fragments of photographic images depicting urban life.

The resulting transitional installation works are site-sensitive, assembled from a cacophony of stimuli and artifacts.
Yaniv seeks to express the dynamics of life and communicate urgent issues relevant to human existence. Blurring
the line between actual and imagined spaces, her striking
and emotive works provoke contemplation surrounding
the environmental impact of rapidly growing urbanization,
and the potential of destructive natural forces to impact
such man-made systems.
Image Credit: Etty Yaniv, Parallel Topographies, paper, wire, ink, film, metal wires,
dimensions varied, 2013.
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Pharmakon

Brad Necyk

Aug 4 – 27
Opening reception, Aug 4, 6 – 9 pm
Issues surrounding mental health affect most of the populace in some way, whether directly or indirectly. Using an
interdisciplinary approach, which encompasses mediums
such as photography, video and performance, St Albert
artist Brad Necyk examines his lived experience of both
mental illness and medicine; and their effect on personal
identity.
Necyk’s works are frank autobiographical reconstructions
presented through a subjective lens. These cathartic personal explorations of his life, family and illness, seek to
make sense of his experiences. Turning attention toward
psychiatry, pharmaceuticals and ‘bio-politics’, the artist articulates potent thinking and narrative concerning medical
treatment and mental health.

The outcome is simultaneously uncomfortable and emotionally affective, and whilst leaving some problems unresolved this exhibit promotes valuable dialogue, encouraging openness toward this challenging theme.
The ancient Greek word “pharmakon” is paradoxical and
can be interpreted as both “remedy” and “poison”. In this
respect, Necyk’s works challenge us to reflect, not just upon
how the medical field functions, but on how it distinctively
governs the individuals receiving care. Necyk is interested
in how those who engage with his videos and images are
able to relate to his accounts, to create meaningful shared
conversations around both health and art.
Image Credit: Brad Necyk, Insomnia, still from video, 4:53, 2012.
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Reconstructions

Brenda Danbrook

Sep 1 – Oct 29
Opening reception, Sep 1, 6 – 9 pm
With an artistic practice deeply rooted in traditional craft,
Brenda Danbrook boldly crosses the border into the contemporary with her large-scale installation Reconstructions.
Her work invites us to observe and interact with the marks
of makers past and present. Danbrook’s own wheel-thrown
ceramic dishes, adorned with silkscreen images from historical archives, as well as cast bronze appendages and
clothing pegs, interplay with relics of times gone by. These
familiar vestiges such as antique washing lines and reels,
doors and windows, worn by use and age, give us fractured
glimpses of the past.
Through these thoughtful and poignant reconstructions we
witness fragmented portraits of bygone people paired with
everyday objects that remain behind, long after their owners have departed.

Brimming with Canadian nostalgia, Danbrook’s immersive
gallery installation harnesses the idealism of past times,
whilst speaking to modern culture’s constant cycle of replacing the old with the new, both literally and metaphorically.
Reconstructions is beautifully powerful, prompting a unique
emotional response for each viewer. It grasps at memories
and moments, and offers reflections and distortions for us
to ponder.
Image Credits (left to right): Brenda Danbrook, (Detail) Beginnings & Endings,
bronze pins, porcelain, silk screen, dimensions varied, 2013; Brenda Danbrook,
Abandoned Series, stoneware, with photographs and lithography print, 2015,
Brenda Danbrook, (Detail) Beginnings & Endings, bronze pins, porcelain, silk
screen, dimensions varied, 2013.
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Guilded: A River Runs Through
Nov 3 – 26
Opening reception, Nov 3, 6 – 8:30 pm
Guilded is a time-honored exhibition at Art Gallery of St Albert
that enthusiastically showcases works created by members
of the St Albert Place Visual Arts Council (SAPVAC). 2016
sees the return of the guilds to Art Gallery of St Albert with
the exhibit, A River Runs Through. With this literary title as inspiration, artists will celebrate the actual and metaphysical
landscape of our community.
With origins dating back to the 1960’s, SAPVAC boasts five
active guilds; St Albert Potters’ Guild, Painters’ Guild, Floral
Arts Society, Quilters’ Guild and Paper Arts Guild. Founding
members of these groups were paramount in cultivating
the visual arts in the City of St Albert in the early years.

St Albert Place Visual Arts Council
Guild Members

Today these dedicated artists continue to contribute to the
cultural backdrop of the city, bringing vibrancy to a variety
of annual events, as well as nurturing the talent, creativity
and diverse skill sets of their membership.
Image Credits (left to right): Barbara Pankratz, A Bird in Hand, mixed media
book, 6.5” x 7” x 2.5”, 2014; Christine Ahmad, Nature String, mixed media, dimensions varied, 2014; Thomas Steele, Autumn Colours, 36” x 48”, 2014; Audry Hewlett,
The Sentinel, fibre, 8” x 7.75”, 2014; Gene Brenda, Bamboo, stoneware bowl, 3” x
7.25” x 7.25”; Christine Ahmad, Geodes, mixed media, dimensions varied, 2014;
Nell Sadee, Canisters (set), clay, dimensions varied, 2014.
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Paddy Lamb
Dec 1 – Jan 28
Opening reception, Dec 1, 6 – 8:30 pm
Paddy Lamb’s fervent works deconstruct the remnants of
human intervention in the landscape. Concentrating on a
specific quarter-section of land east of Edmonton, Lamb
develops onsite sketches and collects visual articles, relics
of homesteading and farming of the last century. When
viewing Lamb’s works we see a curiosity and preoccupation
with the examination and re-examination of the form,
presence and uniqueness of these significant objects.
Collected materials are studied and serve as archetypes
for Lamb’s ongoing explorative studio process that
incorporates: drawing, painting, print-making, sculpture
and video. Through a progression that is potentially limitless
Lamb systematically documents, depicts and dissects
skeletal and rusted forms.

The resulting workings echo and reverberate notions of
abandonment, disuse and neglect. Potent artworks express
the isolated physical landscape from where they were
born, while expressing personal and shared narratives
surrounding migration and attachment to the land.
Lamb’s arresting and contemporary works exude the
formal qualities of painting and incorporate investigational
practices that see the artist experimenting with surface
quality, image layering, masking and innovative imagemaking. Through the appropriation of physical artefacts
Lamb’s work distorts our perceptions of the real and the
imagined, giving life to new perspectives on history, culture
and collective memory.
Image Credits (left to right): Paddy Lamb, West of the 4th #42, oil and mylar, 21”
x 21”, 2014; Paddy Lamb, Hitchwood, oil and mylar, 21” x 21”, 2014; Paddy Lamb, The
More I Gather, the Less I Know, the More I Gather, charcoal, 72” x 72”, 2015.
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Sponsors
Art Gallery of St Albert gratefully acknowledges the major annual support it
receives from the City of St Albert and the Alberta Foundation for the Arts.

Programming

The Gallery is proud to engage a broad demographic
through a variety of programs, activities and community
outreach. Exhibition-related classes and workshops
hosted onsite at AGSA on a monthly basis provide creative
opportunities for pint-sized artists, families, students, youth
and mature adults in an inspired setting. In-house gallery
programs include: Preschool Picasso, Artventures, Ageless
Art, Art Café, Art Explorers, special events and art parties.

Beginners as well as established artists benefit from artistic experiences delivered by the Gallery. In 2016 AGSA will,
for the first time, host offsite programming at the studios
to complement a handpicked selection of Gallery exhibits.
These exciting programs, led by exhibiting artists demonstrating skills rooted in their practices, will give the public a
chance to nurture personal artistic exploration and development.

In partnership with the City of St Albert, AGSA now offers a
wide array of Community Programs hosted from the visual
arts studios located at St Albert Place (just a short walk from
the Gallery).

Visit ArtGalleryofStAlbert.ca to learn more, or contact 780460-4310 or ahfgallery@artsandheritage.ca.

Preschool Picasso made possible by a generous donation from Dr. Alan Murdock.

Image Credits (left to right): Artwork by Hilary Mussell.
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Message from the Curator
Joanne White

Our Mission:
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The Musée Héritage Museum is the keeper of the history, traditions and
heritage of St Albert and district. Together with the community we build
knowledge, explore our relationship with the natural environment, and celebrate historic diversity.

The exhibition schedule for 2016 has a strong local focus:
our province, our city, our environment, and our community. It’s about knowing our place in the world, what makes
us unique and how we come together to face challenges
and appreciate our strengths.
We begin the year with an exhibition that explores our relationship to oil and our environment. The captivating photographs of Garth Lenz provide real fuel for thought. We then
turn to local celebrations, looking back at St Albert’s vibrant
history of community events and festivals.

During the summer and fall we’ll be looking at commerce in
St Albert, first through the dynamic world of advertising and
then by focusing on a major player in the Alberta livestock
industry, Weiller and Williams Co. Ltd.
We round out our year with another Take Your Best Shot
youth photo contest and exhibition. We are always thrilled
with the amazing talent of all the participants! So join us for
another exciting and interesting year and take the opportunity to learn a little more about your world.

The True Cost of Oil
Canada's Oil Sands and the Last Great Forest
A photographic exhibition by Garth Lenz
Feb 2 – Apr 17
We are extremely pleased to be presenting the photography of Garth Lenz as our first exhibition in 2016.
This collection of stunning photographs tells stories of
environmental issues, threatened wilderness regions,
devastation, and impacts on indigenous people. His work
from the boreal region and the Alberta Oil Sands has
received major awards at the Prix de la Photographie Paris,
the International Photography Awards, the Centre For Fine
Art Photography and Wildlife Photographer of the Year.
Garth Lenz is an award winning photographer and one
of only 60 photographers to be named a Fellow of the
International League of Conservation Photographers.
His work has appeared in many of the world’s leading
publications, including Time Magazine, The Guardian, The
New York Times, International Wildlife, BBC Wildlife Magazine,
Canadian Geographic, and GEO.

The True Cost of Oil recently appeared in New York,
Los Angeles, Boston, Germany, Belgium, as well as in
Washington DC, at The Annenberg Space For Photography,
the Banff Mountain Film Festival, Aperture Foundation, and
The Center For Fine Art Photography.
We are delighted to announce that Garth Lenz
will be giving a presentation about his work at our
opening reception on Saturday, February 6 at 3 pm.
Continue to page 9 of the Gallery section of this catalogue to read more
about similar themes explored in the exhibition, Overburden.
Image Credits (left to right): Garth Lenz, Clearwater River #1, Northern
Alberta; Garth Lenz, Tar Pit #3, Alberta Oil Sands; Garth Lenz, MacKay River,
Boreal Forest, and Tar Mine; Garth Lenz, Dry Tailings #2, Alberta Oil Sands.
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Celebrate St Albert!
Apr 26 – Jun 19

This fun and colourful exhibition will take a look back
at the many public celebrations that have taken place
in our community. We’ve had gatherings for important
anniversaries, the building of local landmarks, individual
accomplishments and sometimes, just to have fun.
It’s hard to believe that St Albert has been celebrating
for over 150 years. This exhibition will include pictures
and stories about some of our early events, like St Jean
Baptiste Day and the visit of Prime Minister Wilfred
Laurier. Did you know that Alberta’s first fireworks were
set off to mark Father Lacombe’s jubilee?
In recent decades many of the clubs and organizations
in St Albert have created new celebrations like the
Kinsmen’s Rain Maker Rodeo Parade and Rock’n August
International Car Show and Music Festival, which raises

money for the Alberta Diabetes Foundation. In 2011 we
celebrated another milestone – the 150th anniversary of
the founding of the Mission.
2016 marks the 35th anniversary of the Northern Alberta
International Children’s Festival, one of the many festivals that have made St Albert the vibrant city that it has
become. Join us as we reflect on past events and look
forward to more fun and fabulous celebrations.
Image Credits (left to right): SaFire performing at the International Children’s Festival, Image courtesy of SaFire Dance; Giant Fish Kite – St Albert
Festival of the Arts, 1980, Musée Héritage Museum; 100th Anniversary
Square Dance, 1961, Musée Héritage Museum.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed
Jun 28 – Sep 11

Need to create buzz? Attract new customers? Get your
product off the shelf? Promoting and advertising businesses and products has come a long way since the early days
of St Albert. Merchandisers have tried a multitude of ways
to get your attention and then your money. This exhibition
will look at how some of our local businesses have advertised for more than a century.
Come and peruse our collection of signs, newspaper ads,
posters, calendars, knick-knacks, clothing, and packaging.
Great slogans, images and even celebrity endorsements
have been used to separate you from your hard earned
paycheck.
The exhibition will include promotional material from dozens of St Albert businesses, like Gusto Burger, the Bruin Inn,
and Perron’s store. Find out what ailments could be cured

by Dr. S. N. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, or what safety feature
NOMA added to their Christmas lights in the 1950's for your
protection. You can even spend some time looking through
old catalogues, remembering what it was like to receive the
Sears Christmas Wishbook.
ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY! LIMITED TIME OFFER,
ONLY AVAILABLE FROM JUNE 28 – SEPTEMBER 11.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Image Credits (left to right): Early 20th Century Packaging, Musée Héritage
Museum.
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Weiller and Williams Co Ltd
Building a Livestock Empire
Sep 20 – Nov 13
In 2015 the Musée Héritage Museum received a large donation of business and family items that had belonged to
Leland Stanford (Lee) Williams, partner in one of Canada’s
largest cattle-commission firms.
In 1912, at the age of 19, Lee left his home in eastern New York
State and moved to Edmonton where he began working for
Swift Canadian Co. Ltd. After a fortuitous transfer to Winnipeg,
his talent was spotted by Henry Weiller, an established cattle
commissioner from Minnesota. Lee started working for
Weiller & Weiller and before long, Henry suggested that they
team up to start a Canadian-based company.
Image Credits (left to right): Edmonton Stockyards, 1923; Lee Williams with
Two Winners; Business Card; Calendar Cover; “Lee Williams Trophy” by
C. Martens, 1978 – 82, Musée Héritage Museum.

Weiller and Williams Co. Ltd. was founded in 1925, with Lee
Williams heading up operations in Edmonton. The company grew to become one of the major players in the North
American livestock industry. Lee devoted his work life to
livestock but his private time was spent with his horses. The
exhibition tells an important Alberta story with images and
artifacts from Lee’s years with the company and also from
his extensive involvement with horse racing in the province.
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Take Your Best Shot
Youth Photo Exhibition
Nov 18 – Jan 15
It’s always hard to wait until the end of the year for
our youth photo contest. Take Your Best Shot has
become one of our most popular events and each
year we see more amazing talent. The 2015 “Nature”
themed exhibition had a record number of entries.
The theme for 2016 is "Old Stone, New Steel," so you
can look forward to seeing some fabulous photos
of architecture and our built environment. Entrants
are also asked to describe why they chose their
subject, providing unique insight into the creativity of
St Albert’s younger citizens.
Image Credits (left to right): Braeden, Grade 11, Take Your Best Shot,
2015; Maureen, Grade 6, Take Your Best Shot, 2015; Lorenzo, Grade 9,
Take Your Best Shot, 2015

Chosen by a jury, photos from three age groups will
be exhibited at the Museum and on our website.
Prizes will be given for the top three photos in each
group, so grab your cameras and check out our website in 2016 for entry details!
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Sponsors
Musée Héritage Museum gratefully acknowledges the major annual support it
receives from the City of St Albert and the Alberta Museum Association.

Programming

The Musée Héritage Museum offers a wide variety of
programs and learning opportunities for people of all ages!
Community programs at the Museum are offered yearround for children, youth and adults and include Saturday
drop-in programs, Holiday and Spring Break programs, as
well as badge programs for Guide and Scout groups.
Curriculum-based school programs complement and
integrate the Alberta curriculum with hands-on, mindson activities that bring cultural history to life, provoke
discussions, and enrich learning. Programs are held at the
Museum, Little White School, Father Lacombe Chapel, and
the St Albert Grain Elevator Park and offered as Outreach
programs, where workshops take place at schools.
Special events, including the Food Truck events at the
St Albert Grain Elevator Park and the Historic Walking

Tours, run throughout the summer months. The Museum
also participates in community celebrations such as Canada
Day, Remembrance Day, Mission Hill Day, and more.
The Musée Héritage Museum Archives contains a wealth of
maps, photographs and documents from St Albert, dating
from the 1800’s to today. The Archives is available for public
research and can also provide photographic and other
reproductions requested by email, telephone, mail or in
person.
Our locations are also available for family and wedding
photo bookings, wedding ceremonies, small receptions,
and meeting space. We have birthday party programs too!
Contact the Museum regarding cost and availability.
Visit MuseeHeritage.ca to learn more, or
780-459-1528 or museum@artsandheritage.ca.

contact
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museeheritage.ca
St Albert Place, 5 St Anne Street, St Albert, AB, T8N 3Z9
780. 459.1528 | museum@artsandheritage.ca
Hours of Operation:
Tuesday – Saturday: 10 am – 5 pm | Sunday: 1 – 5 pm

